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Level 1: team work



Plot summary













ModEs Serious Game 
Level 2: communication



Plot summary

 Having successfully completed level 1 of the game the 
player alias "Robert Iron" assumes human shape

Robert in level 1 Robert in level 2



 Robert is trasferred to another branch office of the 
marketing campaign Smith & Partner Marketing Co.

 During the 2nd level he will be confronted with the 
following tasks:

 Master a job interview
 Answer a business email 
 Having smalltalk with colleagues
 Answer a business call
 Conduct a marketing campaign for the sustainability of 

public spaces (distribute flyers in a public park and collect 
feedback from park users)



The Game – an overview

 The 2nd level is divided into 5 stages
 The last stage consists in an outside mission 
 There are 3 different game mechanisms:

 Branching stories
 Minigames 
 Navigation through the working environment

 The player is accompanied by a colleague called 
"Daniel" who helps him to complete some of the tasks

 At some points of the game the player alias "Robert" 
will get hints by his fellow aliens (Push-function)



The interface

Look at the map
of the building

When clicking on this
box the player will get 
hints by his fellow
aliens 

This bar shows 
your progress
concerning the 5 
stages

This box lets you know
in which room you are at 
the moment

displays the scores
of your last choice

info button

Go on with the 
Branching story



Branching Stories

During the branching stories
the player will be able to have 
conversations by choosing from 
multiple choice dialogues

For each question he is 
given up to 4 possible 
answers

He choses the one that 
seems adequate to him
for the given situation 

He is provided a direct 
feedback by the thoughts
and reaction of other 
characters as well as by
the scores regarding the 
different parameters



Navigation

The player will be able to 
move through the office 
by clicking on the arrows
on the bottom right and
afterwards on the door
of the room he wants to
enter



Minigames

In some points of 
the game the player 
will have to resolve 
a minigame
in which, for example, 
he has to check his 
inbox and compose a 
business email



Feedback

 During the 2nd level of the Modes game the player will 
be provided with 2 different types of feedback:

 Thumbs which show how he is performing regarding 
several parameters

 Thought and reactions of the other characters

 After the 2nd level he will get an overall feedback
explaining in which areas he did well and how he 
could improve his behaviour

This feedback could also be subdivided into 
formal and informal communication



ModEs Serious Game 
Level 3: negotiation



Milan, 16/03/2012 

Video

http://www.i-maginary.it/it/mondi-virtuali/manager-life.html
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